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In this paper we prove that if E is a quasi-complete locally convex 
space and A is a subset of E such that every weakly continuous rcal- 
valued function on E is bounded in A, then A is weakly relatively 
compact. LAs consequence, a Ranach space E is reflexive if and only 
if every weakly continuous real valued function on E is bounded in 
the closed unit ball. We also give some properties in locally convex 
spaces related with other results contained in [2, 3, 7, 9, IO]. 
The vector spaces we use here are defined over the field K of the 
real or complex numbers. If no explicit mention is made, we mean by 
the word “space” a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space. 
Given a space E, we denote by E’ and E* the topological and algebraic 
dual spaces of E, respectively. Given a dual pair (F, G) we shall 
suppose that F is a subspace of the algebraic dual of G, G*, using 
the canonical injection. The weak topology on F will be represented 
by o(F, G). If A . is a subset of F we denote by A* the closure of A in 
G”[a(G*, G)]. G iven a space E we say that an element of E’” is 
separably continuous in E’[o(E’, E)] if it is continuous on every 
separable subspace of E’[o(E’, E)]. A set M of E’* is separably 
continuous in E’[a(E’, E)] ‘f 1 every element of M is separably con- 
tinuous in E’[o(E’, E)]. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we shall need the following result that 
we have given in [lo]: (a) Let E be a space such that E’[a(E’, E)] is 
separable. Let x,, be a point of the algebraic dual of E’. If F is the linear 
hull of E u (x0} then E’[a(E’, F)] is separable. 
THEOREM 1. Given a space E, an element z of E’* is separably 
continuous in E’[o(E’, E)] if and only zy, for every sequence {CTT,ja, 
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qf neighborhoods of the origin in E’*[o(E’*, E’)] we hme thut E n 
[Z + n:=, r;‘,] f D. 
Proqf. Let us suppose that x is separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)] 
and let [7~7J~z, be a sequence of neighborhoods of the origin in 
E’*[o(E’*, E’)]. W e can choose in E’ a sequence of elements (uI,}~-=r 
such that, for every positive integer n, there is an index p,, such that 
the polar set I’,, of [ul , ua ,..., u,,) in E’” is contained in I,:,, Let F 
be the closed linear hull of CU, : p ~= I, 2,...)- in E’[o(E’, E)], and let 
G be the subspace of E’” orthogonal to F. Let f be the canonical 
mapping from B’* onto E’*, G. Since the restriction of z to F is 
a(E’, E)-continuous there is an element .z, in E such thatf (zi) ~7 f(z). 
Then 
and, therefore, 
Let us suppose now that z is not separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. 
We can find a separable closed subspace H of E’[u(E’, E)] such that 
the restriction of z to H is not continuous. Let L be the subspace of 
E’* orthogonal to H, and let g be the canonical mapping from E’* 
onto E’* L. Theng(z) $ g(E). Let A4 be the linear hull ofg(E) u {g(s)]. 
Since H[u( H, g(E))] is separable, me apply result (a) and WC obtain 
that H[o(H, M)] is separable. Let (zJ~}& bc a dense sequence of 
H[a(H, M)]. If IV,, is the polar set of {z)i , zL! ,..., z’~> in E’* %, then 
we have that 
L j 
-fil w, n .!V = 10; 
and, therefore, 
/ 
g(x) +- fi WvL rig(E) L’ . 
IZ -1 1 
We set CT11 g--I( W,). Thus 
c -g-l (L 
g(2) 2- fi Wn] n g(E)) 
,r=1 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be a subset of a space E. Jf every weakb con- 
tinuous realvalued function on E is bounded in A, then A* is separably 
continuous. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there is in A* an element z which is 
not separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. Let F be a separable closed 
subspace of E’[a(E’, E)] such that u” is not continuous in F. Let G be 
the subspace of E’” orthogonal to F. If 4 is the canonical mapping 
from E’* onto E’* /G then #(z) $ #(E). In E’*, G let H be the linear 
hull of 4(E) u (z,!+)}. A ccording to result (a), there is in F[o(F, H)] a 
countable dense subset [zll ) u2 )...) II,, )... f. We define the real valued 
function 
Obviously, f is continuous in H[o(H, F)] and different from zero in 
every point but in G(z). If g is the restriction on f to #(E) then h r= 1 ‘g 
is weakly continuous in $(E) and, therefore, h 0 $ is weakly continuous 
in E. 1,et [zi : i E 1, a] be a net in A[u(E’*, E’)] which converges to z. 
‘I’hen [+(z~): i E I, >] converges to #(.z) and, therefore, 
converges to zero. From here h 3 $ is not bounded on A, which is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
'I‘HEOREXI 3. Let A be a subset of a quasi-complete space E. [f every 
weakly continuous real valued function on E is bounded on A, then A is 
weakly relatively compact. 
Proqf. Let [xn)& be a sequence in il. I,et F be the closed linear 
hull of {x1 , xz ,..., x, ,.,. ] in E. We take an adherent point c of [s,,)& 
in E’*[a(E’*,E’)] d an a compact absolutely convex set B of E’[tr( E’,E)]. 
Let G be the subspace of E’ orthogonal to F and let y be the canonical 
mapping from E’ onto El/G. Since F is separable we have that g?(B) is 
weakly metrizable. Let us suppose that z is not weakly continuous in 
v(R). Then we can find a sequence (u,,);=~ in B and a positive number E 
such that [v(uJ)n”_:, weakly converges to the origin in 1 (R) and 
: (‘2, u,, I ;> E, n := 1, 2 ,... . Let u,, be an adherent point of [u,,]~~ 1 in 
B[a(E’, E)]. A4ccording to Theorem 2, z is separably continuous in 
E’[u(E’, E)] and, therefore, we have that i/z, u”)’ 3 E. On the other 
hand F(u,J = 0 and so <x, uJ == 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, z 
is weakly continuous in F(B). Since F is quasi-complete and {,Y,,]:,-, 
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is bounded it follows that 2 lies in F and, therefore, A~1 is weakly 
relatively countably compact. Applying Eberlein’s theorem ([i, 
p. 3 14]), Lil is weakly relatively compact. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let E be a quasi-complete S~LICP. E is semireJlexi7se 
;f and onI?- if ererq’ weukly co&mous seal cnhed function ov B is 
bounded on the bounded sets of E. 
COROLLARY 2.3. A Rnnach sppace E is reflexice $ und onl_lt <f crer>l 
wecrk!\~ continuous real Ealued fumtion on E is hounded on the unit btrll. 
In [6] and [8], Nachbin and Shirota give the following result: 
(bj Let ay be N sepurated rompktelJ1 regulur space. /‘et c’(S) be 
the 10~~11~~ convex space of the continuous real-valued functions OII X, 
with the compact open topology. The space C(X) is barreled if cmd onb> 
ifgi-ien (my closed subset J7 of X, such that erery continuous real .z:alued 
function on X is bounded on Y, then Y is compact. 
TIIEORERF 4. Let E be (I quasi-complete spuce. I,et F be the sptrce qf 
the continuous real valued functions on E[o(E, E’)] with the compmrt 
open topology!. Then F is barreled. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3 and result (b). 
QED. 
'I‘HEOREM 5. Let A be n bounded set in n quasi-complete space E. 
If A is not weukly relatiaely compact there is a point z E A* and (I 
sequence of neighborhoods of the origin (Z$,j-j_, in E’*[u(E’“, I?‘)] such 
that (2 ~- (ITzm, I ;,,) n E ~~~ 2 . 
Proof. We proceed as in ‘Theorem 3 and we obtain that there is an 
element z E A* which is not separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. 
NOM-, it is enough to apply Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
r,EMX~ I. Let ,4 be N convex set in N space E, such thut A” is not 
separably continuous in E’[u(E’, E)]. Then, There is an element I c A”, 
which is not separably continuous in E’[o(E’, E)] so that, for eesery$nite 
set [211 , 21, ..., u,> C E’ there is a point x,, in A such that :uj , s,, 
(uj , 2‘ , j : 1, 2 ,..., 12. 
Proqf. I,et us take any point x1 of A. 11’~ set B : ijl ~~ x1 . Let 
y1 bc an element of B* which is not separably continuous in 
E’[(T(E’, E)]. We can choose a point 1/Z in R, different from zero. We 
set 3’ ~~ (-) jlz -1 (-$) y, . Obviously ~1 is an element of B” which is 
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not separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. Let G be the linear hull 
of E u [y} with the topology o(G, E’). In G we setF = y --I- nj”=, U:‘(O). 
Let 1; be the real subspace generated by F. Obviously, L is a closed 
subspace, of finite codimension, in the space H, which is the space 
G[a(G, E’)] considered as real space. F coincides with L or it is a 
closed manifold of codimension one of L. If F coincides with L, then 
;uj , y: = (q , 0), j =: 1, 2,.. ., n, and, therefore, setting z = y + xi 
and X, ~~ sC, we have the conclusion. Let us suppose now that F is 
a closed hyperplane of L and F n B =I 2. If v is a real linear form, 
continuous on L, such that (z, 3) = 3, II: ;- 0, is the equation of F, 
then CC, X> < 01, for every x E B n L. We set Ci = (x EL: (v, x) -cc R). 
If M is the real linear hull ofL u B, let zr , xg ,..., z,) be a cobasis of I, 
in H. I,et V be the convex hull of U U B U {x1 , z2 ,..., ZZ~,>. Since the 
codimension of L in H is finite we have that the interior of V is not 
empty. Further V n F = @. According to the Hahn-Banach 
theorenl \ve can find a continuous real linear form u on H such that 
‘11, f
and so 
CY, for every x E F and C,U, X) < x if x E V. Thus, (u, y21j < Y 
:u, ($)y$ < ($)a < (&)a. Since y lies in F it follows that 
Y 1-z ;11, y\ ~= (11, ($)y,, + ($)y,:, Y= C&u, yz> /m (&Zl, yl> -: 
$j;,,- (a) U, yr) and, therefore, (u, yr/ :> CX. If W == 1% E 11: 
“. a) then W is a neighborhood of yr such that W n B = c; , 
which is a contradiction since yr is a closure point of ,4 in H. There- 
fore, t: n R 1 my. Let z0 be an element of F n B and we set 
31 ~ q, ~.~ x1 ) u” 2 y -2- x1 . ‘Then 2 is not separably continuous in 
E’[o(E’, E)] and we have that (Uj , x0) == (uj , zo: i:zcj , XJ :: 
(uj , ~1: iuj , x1) = f’uj , 21, j =~- 1, 2 ,.,., n. Q.E.D. 
‘~‘HEOREM 6. Let A be a convex set in a space E. If for ecery sequence 
{H ‘Ix 
,,I a:1 of closed hyperplanes of E such A n H, n H, n .‘. n H, .,# 12, 
n _ 1, 2,..., we have that nz_, H7, f c . then A* is separably con- 
tinuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. 
Prooj. Using Lemma 1, if A* is not separably continuous in 
E’[o(E’, E)] th ere is an element z E A* which is not separably con- 
tinuous in E’[o(E’, E)] and the property given in that lemma holds. 
By Theorem I there is a sequence {uJ;=r of elements in E’, such that 
if I.i,L is the polar set of {u,j, n 7: 1, 2,..., in El*, we have that 
E n [z ;- n,“=, Us] = O. For every n we can choose a point X, in A 
such that 
(Uj ) x,; ~= (Ui ) z; ) j = 1) 2,. , ?I. 
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If L, = [x E El*: (u, , x) = (u, , z)}, then L, C x ;- U, and 
L, n E = H, is a closed hyperplane of E such that 
A n Hl n ... n H, 3 (xJ 
and 
fi H,C(z+ fi Lrn nl?r= 0. Q.E.D. 
T&=1 n=1 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a bounded convex set in a space E. A* is 
separably continuous in E’[o(E’, E)] if and only if, for every sequence 
{H,}~zI of closed hyperplanes of E, such that if A A HI n H, n ... n 
H, # la , n = 1, 2,. . ., then n,“=, H, + i? . 
Proof. Let us suppose that A* is separably continuous in 
E’[o(E’, E)]. Let {u,}& b e a sequence of elements in E’ such that if 
L : (xEE’*: (un, w;: = c,) and H, -L,nB, 
then A n HI n H, n ... n H, + a, n = 1, 2,... We can choose an 
element 2% in A n HI n Hz n ... n H,, . Since A is a bounded set 
there is a point x in A* weakly adherent to {.z,J~=r . Since x is separably 
continuous in E’[o(E’, E)] th ere is an element x0 E E such that 
(un > x0> (UT‘ > z>, ?1 I, 2,... . 
Since nz=‘=, L is closed in E’*[a(E’*, E)] we have that u” E nz=:=, L
and, therefore, (u, , 2) == c, , and so (u, , x0) = c,, . Thus, 
nz==, H, # m . The converse is a special case of Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a bounded convex set of a space E. If A is not 
strongly bounded there is in E a sequence of closed hyperplanes {H,}cEI 
such that 
,4 n Hl n Hz n . .. n H, =# G, ) Ii =_ 1, 2,... 
Proof. Let G be the subspace of E’* of all elements which are 
bounded on every bounded set of E’[o(E’, E)]. Given any bounded 
set B of E’[u(E’, E)] let U be the polar set of B in G. If A* is contained 
in G then CT is a barrel in G and absorbs A* and, therefore, A is 
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strongly bounded. Thus, A* Q G. Let z be a point of A* which is 
not in G. Then there is a countable bounded set M of E’[a(E’, E)] 
such that z is not bounded on M and, therefore, z is not separably 
continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. A ccording to Theorem 7, we arrive at the 
conclusion. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9. Let E be a quasi-barreled space. A bounded convex 
set A of E’[o(E’, E)] is relatively compact if every sequence {H,}zcl of 
closed hyperplanes of E’[o(E’, E)] such that A n H, n Hz n ..* n 
H, # o, n = 1, 2 ,..., holds fizz:=, H,, $ a. 
Proof. If A is not relatively compact in E’[o(E’, E)] then A is not 
strongly bounded in E’ and, therefore, we apply Theorem 8. Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Lemma 2 we shall use an idea of Eberlein [l], ([S, 
p. 314]), and also the following result given in ([4, p. 1581): (c)Let C 
be a compact subset of a space E, and let (fT,)$l be a sequence of continuous 
linear functionals on E which is uniformly bounded of C. If, for each x 
in C, lim, f%(x) = 0, then the same equality holds for each x in the 
closed absolutely convex hull of C. 
LEMMA 2. In a space E let A be a strongly bounded subset such that 
A* is separably continuous in E’[a(E’, E)]. Let M be the closed absolutely 
convex hull of a compact subset B of E’[cr(E’, E)]. If z E A* then z is 
weakly continuous in M. 
Proof. Let us suppose that u” is not continuous in M[o(E’, E)]. 
Then there is an E 1, 0 such that given a weak neighborhood CT of 
the origin in M, there is a point u E U, so that 1 /u, ~‘1: 2 E. We shall 
construct inductively two sequences {xn);=r , (u,}$=~ in A and M, 
respectively, such that the following conditions hold 
i‘<Uj, 5, - z)l ; 142, I -<;js;?n- 1. (1) 
‘(u, ) .q)l s; 1 +z, 1 :<j .< n. (2) 
ICu?l > x:,1 ;3 E. (3) 
If xi , x2 )...) x,,-1 ) ui , ug )...) u,--1 have already been constructed we 
determine x, E A such that (1) is satisfied. Then we determine u, so 
that (2) and (3) are satisfied. 
Let P be the linear hull of E u A*, provided with the topology 
u(P, P’). Thus P’ can be identified with E’. Let H be the closed linear 
hull of {x1 , x2 ,.,., 2, ,... } in P. Let G be the subspace of P* orthogonal 
to H. If $ is the canonical mapping from P* onto P*:G, then #(B) is 
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a(P”:G, H n E)-compact, and since H n E is separable there is in B 
a sequence {z)Jz7i such that (#(z~,));=~ is a(P*,‘G, H n E)-dense in 
$(B). Let F be the closed linear hull of [ZQ , U, ,..., u,, ,... j u 
{vI , 722 ,...) v,, ,... 1 in E’[(r(E’, E)] and let 1, be the subspace of P 
orthogonal to F. Every element of A* is continuous on P and, there- 
fore, it coincides in F with an element of E. Therefore, n(E’, E) and 
a(E’, P) coincide on F. Let y be the canonical mapping from P onto 
P/L. Since F is a(E’, E)- se p arable, then it is a(E’, P)-separable and, 
therefore, rp(A *) is weakly metrizable. Let {yn}zzl be a sequence in 
gj(H n A*) which weakly converges to y,, . Let 21” be an adherent 
point of {u~(}& in P*[g(P*, P)]. Then $(u”) is in the closed absolutely 
convex hull of #(R) in P*[a(P*, P)]‘G. We can choose z, in A* n H 
such that ~(2%) = y,, , n == 0, 1, 2 ,... . If u belongs to the closure Q 
of $, ) %‘a ).. .) z, )... 1 in F we have that +(Q) coincides with 4(B) and 
the sequence ((21, y,,))Xel converges to :u, yJ. Since U, y,i‘ -: 
/ ~~;(+I? = \!NU), - jj -I! ‘, n = 0, I ) 2,. . .) it follows that the sequence 
, z~))~=~ converges to <4(u), z,,>. Since A is a strongly bounded 
subset of E we have that A* n His bounded on $(B), hence, according 
result (c), it results that the sequence [~:$(u”), x,,‘)};~,. converges to 
($(u,,), z(,’ . From 
<@II), &z:~ <%I 9 --d --~ (u,, , &n)~ <% 3 Y,!‘? 71 0, 1, L... 
it follows that the sequence (</u,~ , y,,>)z=i converges to (24,, , ?I,,‘ , hence 
u0 is continuous in ?(A* n H). 
The sequence (q(z,)}& has a weak adherent point z0 in g?(H n A*) 
and, therefore, vvc obtain from (I) and (2) 
(Uj, ““(1 y(Z), = 0. (4) 
{u,, ) cp(Sj)\ 0. (5) 
Since ug is continuous in ~(11 n A4*) it results from (5) that 
(2~~) x0> =:- 0. From (4) it follows that /uO , p(z)> ~~ ‘u,, , u”” -_ 0 
and, according to (3), i(uO , q(z))’ > E, which is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10. Let E be a space. Suppose that E is quasi-complete 
for the topology of the uniform convergence on every compact set of 
E’[o(E’, E)]. Let A b e a bounded convex set of E. A is weakly relatively 
compact ;ffor every sequence (H,,),“=, of closed hyperplanes of E such that 
A n HI n H, n ... n H,, + F , n = 1, 2 ,..., then fizz, H,, # o . 
Proof, According to Theorem 8, A is strongly bounded in E. 
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Applying ‘I’heorem 7, ,4* is separably continuous in E’[o(E’, E)]. If 
144 is the closed absolutely convex hull in E’[a(E’, E)] of a compact 
set I’, wc apply Lemma 2, and \ve obtain that each element of z-1” is 
continuous in A~[o(E’, E)]. Using a theorem of Grothendieck ([5, 
p. 2691) it results that A” is contained in E. Q.E.1). 
rI’mi~REll 11. Let E be a spuce. Suppose that I:’ is quasi-complete 
for the topology qf the uniform conrergence on erery compact set oj. 
E’[o(R’, E)]. Let A be a ronrex subset of E, such that ever: weakly 
contilruorrs real valued.functions 012 E is bounded on A. Then =2 zs weak!?, 
dtrti~i~rl\~ compact. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2, A” is separably continuous in 
E’[cT(Z?‘, E)]. From Theorems 7 and 8 it follows that -4 is strongly 
bounded. We apply now Lemma 2 and we arrive at the conclusion. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.1 1. Let E be a space. Suppose that E is quasi- 
complete fey the topology of the umyorm conaergence on ez?ery compact 
set qf f’[a(B’, E)]. If A is a coneex weakly relatively countably compact 
set of E, then A is a weakly relatiz.ely compact set. 
.F’Fw$ If A is weakly relatively countably compact, every weakly 
continuous real valued function on E is bounded on A and, therefore, 
according to Theorem 11, the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12. Let E be a space such that in E’[o(E’, E)] there is a 
countable family of compact sets, whose union is a dense subspace of 
E’[o(E’, E)]. Let A b e a conz’ex set of E. If A is weakly countably 
(relatizxl?) compact, then A is weakly (relatiz~ely) compact. 
Proof. Ixt z be an element of A*. I,et [A,,)z~, be a sequence of 
compact subsets of E’[o(E’, E)] such that the union G is a dense 
subspacc of E’[u(E’, E)]. Let .F be the topology on E of the uniform 
convergence on [A,j:Z_, . Let F be the completion of E[T]. Since A 
is countably (relatively) o(F, G)- compact, we apply Corollary 1 .l 1 
and WC obtain that the restriction of 2 to G belongs tol;. By Kaplansky’s 
theorem ([5, p. 3121) th ere is a countable set B in A, whose a(F, G)- 
closure contains u”. Let {zi : i l I, >-$ a net in B which converges to x, 
for the topology o(F, G). 5’ L mce A is countably (relatively) a(E, E’)- 
compact there exists a subnet, that WC‘ denote mith the same symbol 
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(xi : i E I, a), which converges in E[o(E, IX’)] to an element y of 4(E). 
Thus x and y coincide in G. Given any element u of E’, we set 
Reasoning in the same way as above, changing A, by C,, and G by 
H = Uzzl C, one proves that the restriction of x to H is continuous 
and, therefore, (u, z> = <u, y}, for every u E E’, hence z lies in 
A(E)* Q.E.D. 
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